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Neurology® Without Borders Publishes Experiences and Perspectives From Neurologists on Global Health Research

The Latest Articles section highlights studies with a global and community health focus. In a recently published article in Neurology titled, “Head injury and neuropsychiatric sequelae in asylum seekers,” Hannah S. McMurry et al. investigated the prevalence of head injury among asylum seekers and related neuropsychiatric comorbidities.1 The authors collected and analyzed medical affidavits written by physicians for 139 individuals seeking asylum in the United States.

In addition to the Latest Articles section, recent blog posts discuss experiences during the COVID-19 pandemic from around the world, and the ways COVID-19 has affected care structures, led to clinical distancing and lockdowns, changed epilepsy care management, and discuss challenges in low- and middle-income countries. In a recent blog post, Gretchen L. Birbeck, MD, MPH, discusses the neurologic sequelae of COVID-19 and the potential for impending syndemics related to the disease.

Read the Without Borders blog to learn more about the innovative approaches and concentrated efforts needed to address and better understand the challenges affecting global health.
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